
Deciding Whom to Invite into Sanctuary 

 

Basic Process: 

Referral source(s) will make recommendation to applicant team (we may need a different name for this 
group, but I didn’t like screening team). Applicant team rapidly assesses viability of candidate and makes 
decision as quickly as possible. If approved, applicant is invited into sanctuary and support team begins 
to rally resources and work to understand day-to-day needs. Recipient remains in sanctuary until Exit.  

Referral Sources: 

We will identify whom we will accept referrals from and only accept referrals from this group. The 
referral sources could include: 

● Kim Medina 
● American Friends Service Committee (Jennifer Piper) 
● Other? 

Applicant Team: 

This team is comprised of a small group (Suggested members: Gretchen, a member of the Sanctuary 
Team, a member of the support team, member from immigrant community?) so that the team is nimble 
and able to make decisions rapidly. This is critical because when a need arises, it is extremely 
time-sensitive and delay could result in deportation. While this is unknown at this time, it seems prudent 
to have this team be able to make a final decision in 12 hours from application/referral. 

Screening is based upon a predetermined set of guidelines that include the following considerations: 

1. Consensus that applicant has a strong, viable legal case under current immigration law. Legal 
representative, Foothills advocate(s) from applicant team and the sanctuary applicant must all 
be in agreement about this piece.  
Sanctuary Recipient (this is a very formal term. Moving forward we may want to consider 
something more informal and respectful like ‘guest’ or ‘sanctuary guest’? Just a thought) will be 
applying for a stay of removal/extension of stay.  

2. Applicant must have acceptable criminal background check. This will be defined on a 
case-by-case basis with only a few true ‘deal breakers’. Felony charges or convictions that have 
as one of its elements violence or sexual offenses would make an applicant ineligible. It should 
be noted here that there are legitimate reasons that people without documentation may have 
criminal charges on their record that are directly related to the fact that they do not have proper 
immigration status. This sort of charge will not bar an applicant entrance to sanctuary. If 
needed, we can create a decision matrix for this step. 

3. Applicant must demonstrate a genuine interest in partnership with the Foothills sanctuary 
support team and must have a reasonable amount of comfort with our process. We are seeking 
to create a healthy partnership with the recipient and as such, this must involve two-way 
communication and a willingness to cooperate on both sides. It is important that the recipient 
must be choosing to go into sanctuary without coercion of any kind. We are committed to only 
working with willing recipients. One part of the process that should be made explicitly clear is 



the fact that our team intends on notifying ICE and (in some cases) may make a public 
declaration notifying the media about the sanctuary situation immediately following applicant 
entering sanctuary.  

4. The recipient must also be comfortable directing the process and making decisions about 
sanctuary strategy. Of course, this can include benefitting from legal counsel and support from 
friends/family/community, but ultimately, the recipient must be comfortable being in the 
‘driver’s seat’ associated with the process. 

5. Applicants must have (an) American citizen child(ren) [this is a requirement that FUSD uses] 
6. Applicant must have strong work history [this is a requirement that FUSD uses. I’m not convinced 

that this one needs to be one of our screening criteria] 
7. Due to current space limitations, we can only provide sanctuary for an applicant who is alone (or 

who has one child with them?) 

The applicant team must understand that if the church is not ready, willing or comfortable offering 
sanctuary to someone, that we will not be offering sanctuary. This is always an option and it is better to 
say ‘no’ initially, than to attempt to provide sanctuary without all necessary resources in place. At the 
same time, like many big things in life, we will never be completely prepared with all support systems in 
place prior to accepting someone into sanctuary. Part of the role of the applicant team is to understand 
the position of the church and support resources so that this team can make an informed and balanced 
decision. 

Support Team: 

This team can be comprised of Foothills congregants as well as partners from community partners such 
as La Familia or other communities of faith. The support team work to create trust and rapport with the 
sanctuary recipient striving to understand their specific needs and responding with an organized set of 
actions designed to meet their needs. This team will need to be in direct contact with our core team of 
volunteers and church leaders to communicate needs and identify appropriate resources/volunteers. 

This team -or a subset of this team- will also orchestrate an outpouring of vocal support from the 
community that hopefully includes community leaders and politicians. This group will also manage the 
media campaign. 

The support team is engaged as long as we have someone in sanctuary.  

Exit: 

As stated above, the sanctuary relationship is voluntary, and the recipient can leave at any time they 
choose. Sanctuary termination can occur when: 

1. Immigration officials/government officials rule favorably on the immigration case 
2. Recipient decides they no longer need/want sanctuary 
3. When recipient permanently leaves for any reason 

The goal of sanctuary is a positive exit. From the beginning of sanctuary, it is important that all parties 
understand that is the goal and that we do not seek to provide sanctuary indefinitely.  


